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Both the inside and outside of

buildings are powerful

communicators, a fact explained

very eloquently by Alain de Botton

in his fascinating book ‘The

Architecture Of Happiness’ –

“Taking architecture seriously

makes some singular and

strenuous demands upon us. It

requires that we open ourselves to

the idea that we are affected by our

surroundings… it means conceding

that we are inconveniently

vulnerable to the colour of a wall!”

The physical design of a place

clearly has the potential to impact

emotion and further to

communicate specific messages.

‘The Architecture Of Happiness’

states that – “Any object of design

will give off an impression of the

psychological and moral attributes

it supports.’’

In his book de Botton concludes

that, “In essence what design and

architecture talk to us about is the

kind of lives that would most

appropriately unfold within them.

They tell us of certain modes that

they seek to encourage and

sustain in their inhabitants. While

keeping us warm and helping us in

mechanical ways, they

simultaneously hold out an

invitation for us to be specific sorts

of people.’’

De Botton’s arguments are

compelling and the implication is

that an office building and the

workplace within it are potentially

powerful communicators. They

speak intrinsically of the company

behind them, its values, its intent

and its particular idiosyncrasies. In

this context the workplace is clearly

an underutilised communication

tool.

Most workplaces are designed

from the aesthetic perspective of

an architect, or interior designer’s

personal tastes, or the current

vogue in workplace interior design.

This is a serious missed

opportunity because the space

should reflect and communicate

what the occupying business would

Brand communication is perhaps

one of the best understood, most

researched and frequently

discussed of all management

disciplines. Companies commit a

considerable amount of attention

and investment to developing

brand communication strategies,

devising advertising campaigns

and measuring the results.

However, in terms of corporate

brand communications one area is

consistently overlooked and that is

the role of the workplace in the

corporate communications mix.

When you walk into someone’s

home you instantly respond to

visual clues about the lifestyle,

priorities and tastes of the people

who live there. Walking into a

cathedral you are immediately

struck by the sense of grandeur,

scale and significance which those

who designed it clearly planned to

create.
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If a building could talk, of what would it speak? The answer is that

buildings do talk, they communicate very effectively but how, why

and to what purpose is not well understood. The Workplace

Intelligence Unit set out through a new research programme to

unravel the mysteries of the way that physical spaces

communicate and how workplace branding in it’s broadest context

can be an essential and valuable part of a company’s

communication strategy.

how workplaces communicate
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The keys to success are:

a. Manage the process of

integrating clear brand and

cultural communication

objectives into the workplace

design brief

b. Measure the results to allow

fine-tuning and continuous

improvement as well as to

properly evaluate the

communications ‘payback’ on

the workplace fit out

investment

The workplace intelligence unit set

itself the challenge of measuring

and tracking the

success of workplace brand

communication. Our belief was

that you could track communication

success in the workplace in the

same way as you track responses

to advertising.

If this was true, it ought to be

possible to develop tools which

enable property professionals to

finesse the brand and culture

reinforcement elements of the

workplace programme.

Our research objectives were, to

explore the power of the workplace

to communicate brand messages

and pilot a new tool for the

measurement and tracking of

messaging. The research

programme consisted of short face

to face interviews using prompt

cards and a mixture of quantitative

and qualitative questions, and was

carried out in the workplaces of

three major multinational

companies. The first a global

FMCG company, long recognised

as world leaders in consumer

marketing; the second a global

petrochemicals company and the

third a major international

architecture, interior design and

engineering practice.

the research project
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like to say about itself. To make

this happen the designer would

need a communications brief,

much as the advertising copywriter

receives a brief on what it is the

client wishes to communicate

about his brand. In the sphere of

the workplace, a brief like this is

almost unheard of.

If workplace design is to fulfil its

communication potential it also

needs to benefit from the level of

analysis and measurement which

advertising campaigns are routinely

subject too. A Marketing Director

who spends £1 million on

producing a new TV commercial

and a further £5 million on a year’s

media spend will certainly test the

commercial storyboard in focus

groups before he shoots it and

evaluate its success via a tracking

study to check the audience’s

reaction and comprehension of the

intended message after is has

aired. In contrast the FM Director

routinely invests million’s in a

workplace transformation project

without afterwards understanding

the success of his investment, at

least in communication terms.

Physical spaces are arguably the

most powerful brand

communicators of all, experienced

first hand by employees and

visitors alike on a regular basis

over an extended period of time.

‘Experiential Marketing’, is very

much the buzz word amongst

today’s savvy marketing

professionals, and the workplace is

a classic example of the

experiential medium.

Those companies who understand

the communication potential of the

workplace and who exploit its

potential, can expect to enjoy a

significant competitive advantage

in building their corporate brand

image. The keys to success are:

design science
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The chart below profiles the businesses participating

and their workplace context.

In our research respondents were first asked to sum up

in a single word what they felt the workplace said about

the company. At company A, some of the words

chosen by respondents (for example ‘contemporary’,

‘vibrant’, ‘friendly’) were on message. But there were

some negative messages too - the workplace was seen

by some as confused and messy, and generally

unimpressive

Responses were then prompted by asking which three 

words, from a list of twenty four on a prompt card, best 

described the impression respondents got about the 

company from the building and office environment. 

Included in that list of twenty four were the three or four 

words each participating company had submitted as 

being key to their brand positioning.

At company A, just under 30% of respondents chose 

one or more of the key words the company was hoping 

the workplace expressed.  This compared with 49% and 

80% respectively at companies B and C.

Clearly, company A was failing to communicate its 

brand. By comparison, at company C, the three key 

messages they were intending to communicate through 

the workplace appeared in the top five words 

mentioned.
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Company A
FMCG

• Multinational

• Temporary 

building

• Learnings for   

the forthcoming 

fit-out

Company B
Petrochemicals

• Multinational

• Moved HQ two 

years ago

plus

• New company 

premises close to 

London

• Comparison of 

the two sites

Company C
Architects

• UK / Europe

• Moved to HG two 

years ago

• Feedback on 

new building

50 employees
8 visitors

60 employees
10 visitors

45 employees

8 visitors

what did the workplace say?

Positive

• forward thinking

• refreshing

• contemporary

• good

• bright

• vibrant

• clean + tidy

• lively

• impressive

• stylish

• colourful

• discrete

• homely

• informal

• professional

• friendly

• modern

Negative

• mix of inspiration 

and mess

• predictable

• unimpressive

• corporate

• like production 

workshop

• nothing / horrible

• tenant
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Finally, respondents were asked to choose three

features of the workplace which they thought

communicated the intended message particularly well;

identify any missed branding opportunities; and, if an

employee, say how proud they were of the image

projected by their workplace. The result provided

detailed diagnostic information indicating which areas of

the workplace were perceived to be on message by

respondents.

At company A, the refurbishment / relaxation areas

obviously worked well; furniture choice, use of art etc.

much less so.
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The message that the company was actually seeking to

convey was explained by the researcher, and

respondents were then asked to consider how well, in

their opinion, different parts of the office environment

delivered that message on a scale of one to five.

Although there was pride in the overall workplace,

perhaps because of the kudos of working for this major

global corporation, the perception was that key

elements of the workplace were poor at communicating

important messages, giving insight into which areas

might be improved.

While company A had an average score of 2.9, scores

at companies B and C were 3.3 and 3.7 respectively
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The Workplace Intelligence Unit was established

by forward thinking inc in 2004 in partnership

with Herman Miller to conduct original research

and develop thought leadership into the

workplace, its link to business strategy and its

role in developing long term corporate value.

The unit is now a research arm of strategy

consultancy forward thinking inc.

We believe a successful workplace is one which

facilitates distinctive ways of working, reflects

and reinforces the corporate identity, and

improves the productivity of the occupants.

about the workplace intelligence unit 

sourcesThe Workplace Intelligence Unit is a research branch 

of strategy consultancy forward thinking inc

www.workplaceintelligence.co.uk

Contact

Indigo House

Holbrooke Place

Richmond

Surrey

TW10 6UD

tel: +44 (0)20 8939 2330

fax: +44 (0)20 8939 2331

George Phillips

george.p@forwardthinkinginc.com
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